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Abstract: Article is devoted to definition of the directions of transition of economic systems to new quality of
economic growth. Authors consider system of main objectives and tools and mechanisms of impact on
economy, define priorities of development of economic systems on world historical examples of the solution
of social and economic problems.
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INTRODUCTION economy. In actions of the power there is a vast majority

The state possesses a wide range of ways of which studying is reduced to receiving and check of
influence: legislative, executive,  economic  and  public statistical hypotheses. At all without belittling the
and social  methods.  Proceeding from the precondition importance and efficiency of statistics, it is necessary to
of distinction of ultimate goals of influence, methods of notice that using only this tool is obviously not enough.
their realization are theoretically divided on direct and Work of the executive authority at all levels is
indirect. The method of direct influence assumes existence important. Construction of a power vertical means not
of steady dependence between influence and result and only accurate hierarchy in the top echelons of power, but
also possibility of forecasting with a fine precision of also just the same clear responsibility, efficiency and
results of influence. hierarchy in regions. The term "sense of duty" also is

Versions of Impact on Economy from the State: For all standards of the legislation.
methods of indirect influence using of statistical methods Thus, as versions of impact on economy from the
is characteristic. Regularity thus is not studied with state within an executive branch of the power it is
special attention, it is considered by means of statistical possible to allocate directly measures for administrative
methods, using the mechanism of "a black box" – that is intervention and also a certain influence on set of
without claims for establishment of essence of process, legislative  methods  by  means  of  an initiation of bills.
being limited to exclusively statistical characteristics of On the real question it is necessary to consider experience
"entrance data" – influence and "publisher's imprints" – of inefficient work of the executive authority in certain
result. regions at promotion of initiations of bills. Brightly this

However practice showed that actually any state tendency is characterized by creation of free economic
large-scale campaign of actions of the power for reforming zones. Similar zones are created for development and
did not take place in conditions of application of methods business formation at the expense of decrease in tax
of the direct influence meaning rather full knowledge of burden and replacement of part of taxes by voluntary
character and parameters of internal interrelations of contributions to the budget.

of cases of the relation to economy as to "a black box"

meant as performance in full, in due time and consistently,
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Under control at the state the largest financial, National ideas are practically formed at the level of
production, raw and other types of resources are the country leaders as this aspect as politicians and
concentrated.  It  does possible participation of the state economy  is  an  integral  part   of   independence  and
in   economic   processes  as  one  of  subjects  of the well-being of nation as a whole. The main state target
market relations. Often in some areas the state or a tools in the social sphere are: formation and development
controlled company acts today as the only subject – the of  national idea, public consolidation, strengthening of
buyer or the supplier of goods and services that not an economic mentality. Also it is necessary to include
always  is  favorable  both  for  society and for business. measures of demographic policy in this complex and
But the state still has high degree of liberty of choice of improvement of the social and economic sphere (medicine,
measures of economic influence. Problem places in the education).
field of economic policy are privatization and There is a need of development of an ecological
deprivatization processes, the relation of the state to mentality. It concerns not only ways of production and
monopolies,  slow  and  ineffective  investment, problems processing of resources and energy even if the sizes of
of creation of modern infrastructure, destiny of stocks while allow not to think of it. It only one of the
stabilization fund, migratory policy in the field of labor most important problems of strategic character. In
relations, management of an external and internal debt. addition it is necessary to realize the importance of
Tools of economic and financial policy allow to make environmental problems in their interrelation with
direct impact on a wide range of carried-out production, secondary processing, conditions of
transformations[2]. accommodation of the population. Environmental

Basic Problems of Economic Influence of the State: Let's motivation sources to decrease in an expenditure of
address to basic problems of economic influence of the resources and energy, technology optimization that
state. At making decision on carrying out any conducts to increase of competitiveness of production in
transformations the power pays not enough attention to the world markets.
forecasting of results of the methodical activity due to the Being a necessary condition of existence of effective
lack of the organization of scientific examination. infrastructure of any economy, bank activity can be
Implementation of projects of a social and economic carried and to quite ambiguously estimated target
orientation demands continuous control not only of a instruments of influence on economic reality. As a whole
course of their performance, but also at a preliminary development of a banking system is strongly slowed
stage of preparation of influence. down by low level of mutual trust of banks and the

Experience of developed countries in reformatory population, the small amount of accumulation at
processes shows that patient experimenting should not considerable part of the population, the stereotypes of
have nothing in common with rigid, even very radical thinking, that become stronger, etc. [3].
desire to change all immediately, now and at once. For As the influence method application of banking
example, Franklin Roosevelt who has faced huge network, certainly, significantly raises a level of
economic problems of times of the Great Depression of development of national economy and subjects of the
the 1930th years in the USA, wished to see always economic relations. Banks are the necessary instrument of
concrete results from the activity. It changed at once the activity of any modern economic system.
course if saw that the next approach is not rather fruitful. Not economic target tools are the first link in a chain
As the professional reformer, F.Roosevelt was adjusted of interrelations within one or several subjects. As most
on result, the main thing was not to create conditions for effective of  them  from  business  act:   formation of
a celebration of any economic doctrine or a course, but to long-term goals and development strategy, development
gain real  positive  effect in economy: "Nothing can justify of hi-tech means of production of various production and
a course on conscious deterioration of financial and services and also increase of scientific potential; informal
spiritual position of the people" [1]. impact on public authorities; influence on an ecological

Examination of projects of social and economic situation both in the country and in certain territories.
policy, including budgetary, tax, financial, pension has to
become one of bases for adoption of administrative New Policy of Production: Practically all developed
decisions. Within this offer interaction between power countries by the beginning of the XXI century decided on
structures and science has to amplify. new policy of production. In a gross product service trade

friendliness of a mentality in developed countries – one of
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that forms information and industrial model of The main priority of development of any modern
reproduction dominates and also there is a redistribution social and economic system is formation of a high-quality
of a technological orientation towards aspiration to social component. The most valuable resource of social
possess not means of production, but production and economic system represents the human capital. It is
technologies, patents, licenses and other types of a key basis of effective realization put above main
certificates of exclusive rights to production or any kind objectives of transition to new qualitative level.
of activity. In turn, direct production of corporation of The most important characteristic of the modern
developed countries try to place in the developing or new human capital, new information society is ability to find
industrial countries. new decisions for arising problems. Therefore the

Technologies currently became not only the powerful target tool on economy is existence at
information means, allowing to make production and economically active part of the population of high
services, not only goods in the world markets. potential in creative approach to the activity. In the field
Technologies became almost advanced tool in of formation of concrete forms of realization of strategy of
development of any national economy. Evolutionary transition to NKER, vision of constructive differences of
development for the subject of the world economic a new level of development of economy, that is concrete
relations possibly only on condition of development of realization and mechanisms of implementation set at a
own technological potential as by carrying out research stage of planning of tasks can become very important
and development and creative ways similar to it and a point. Within creative activity in the direction of formation
method of "patent wars" – competitive fight against other of an individual responsibility for country development,
companies for purchase of patents, licenses, the rights, it is necessary to form positive image of the
etc. entrepreneurial activity, new philosophy of managing in

One of productive target business tools is informal society. It is important to realize that the success of
impact on the state institutes. Within model this tool is general work of public system will depend on that, how
displayed at quite abstract level, only defining activity of fully were satisfied needs of each citizen. The human
many, even it is possible to tell, practically all large capital is directly estimated on quality of scientific,
business structures. cultural, innovative, creative and enterprise potentials.

Important  it  is   represented   influence of These characteristics demand constant attention and
oligarchical groups on questions of creation of acts, work on increasing of qualification skills of economically
quality of their realization and observance, work of the active population.
executive authority, privatization and deprivatization As logical continuation stated above idea the
processes.  Coming  back  to an assessment of efficiency assumption of need of high-quality restructuring of
of  application  of  impact of business to the power, we representational functions of society serves in the power.
will note that this phenomenon has constant character In this case it is a question of improvement of
and it is not necessary to rank it only as the negative representation of interests of various national groups by
moments. strong political parties. This method of impact on

Behind society the role of the main engine, the economy widely practises in all developed countries and
creator of economic processes admits any country. At all allows to reach good results in the field of the solution of
importance and indispensability of the majority of the problems of economy and the social sphere. Formation of
target tools given above and carried in competence of the the real method provides as strengthening of interaction
state and large business, society is that matrix which of ordinary citizens with those parties and associations
represents the carrier of the relations of production which represent their interests at various levels of the
inherent for the concrete period of development of the power at the solution of these or those questions and also
country. Transition from socialist model of development work improvement of quality with voters not only during
of society to post-industrial market model became a result election campaigns, but also during all rest of the time of
of a public choice of a way of development of Russia in functioning of party. The last means identification,
the early nineties to. This fact, as well as previous systematization, the analysis of constantly being formed
sweeping change – from capitalism by a socialism in 1917, requirements as societies and the various scale of
visually testifies to the importance of a public choice in a businessmen to various levels of the power. This
question of development of the economic relations in the information has to be used at adoption of the state
state. decisions [4].
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Table 1: System of target tools of a conclusion of economy on new qualitative level
State Legislation. (4-5,7-17-18,24-26,28,30) 1. Institutional transformations Economy

2. Economy reforming
3. Acts
4. Budgetary and tax policy

Performance of laws, creation and maintenance of 5. Administrative influence
conditions of economic activity. (2,7-12,20,22,26-27) 6. Import of foreign target tools
Economic influence. (3-4,18-23,25) 7. Privatization/deprivatization

8. Policy concerning monopolies
9. Investment
10. Creation of modern infrastructure
11. Migratory policy
12. Stabilization fund

Increase of level of universal values, importance of the 13. Formation of national idea
human capital. (1-4,10,13-14,16-17,19-20,23-26) 14. Public consolidation

15. Demographic policy
16. Development of the social and economic sphere
17. Formation of an economic and ecological mentality

Business Economic tools (1-5,7-10,23-25,30-32) 18. Production and services 4
19. Extent of processing of resources (raw/technological orientation)
20. Development of small and medium business
21. Investment
22. Bank and credit relations 20-21

Not economic tools (1,3-5,7-10,12,13-14,16-22,29) 23. Creation of high technologies
24. Production of long-term goals and development strategy
25. Development of socially oriented business
26. Informal impact on government bodies of the power  3,5,7
27. Ecological programs

Society Social-political activity (1-6,10,13-17) 28. Active participation in political life of the country 12
29. Cultural, scientific and educational potential

Economic activity (9-10,18-22,24-26) 30. Purchasing power of the population
31. Feedback with producers
32. Participation in business development

In developed countries the mechanism of existence of method of public influence on economy, society it is yet
similar system consists in the following. Like market ready in most cases for introduction of a similar method,
structures, parties study demand for protection of these however its application is also necessary, as well as gross
or those interests of various national groups. That is, domestic product doubling.
making the election programme, the party tries to consider Degree of social security of the population is
as much as possible in details interests and certain groups connected both with a situation in economy and with
of economically active population, both youth and political activity of society. Social security – some kind of
pensioners, etc. Finally in most cases the strongest and indicator of level of development of economy, its
supported programs of parties are presented to the compliance to quality of the international standards. As
authorities, instead of simply the names, popular the method of impact on economy socially oriented
politicians and even brands. economy is the whole complex of managing subjects of

Society pays much attention to the identity of the state, businessmen, public organizations thanks to
politicians, without going into details programs of their which the corresponding social infrastructure exists and
actions even if those are available. Subsequently, after functions. At the expense of social economy the sector of
election, practice of a response of politicians because of services grows that, in turn, allows not only to raise a
non-performance or absence of aspiration to population level of living, but also to increase the volume
implementation of the program practically is not of a gross product, to create the attractive atmosphere for
widespread. foreign investments, etc. Moreover, for the account,

On this problem it is necessary to draw the following employment of people with limited opportunities to labor
intermediate conclusion. In political system there is a real activity is possible to provide developments of systems
demand on "party on interests". At high efficiency of this of social support [2].
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The raising of authority of business also is an CONCLUSION
important factor of development of economy. This aspect
belongs more likely to business. However in the sphere of Thus, a main goal of transition of economic systems
the public relations of action in this direction have to have to new quality of economic growth is formation of
one purpose – strengthening in public consciousness of information and industrial socially oriented economic
positive associations and a positive image of the domestic systems. This goal can be reached only in the conditions
businessman. of complex using of target instruments of impact on

On the basis of the aforesaid the author made economy, at coordinated actions of all subjects of
structural model of interaction of target tools in the influence.
Russian Federation. The strongest areas of mutual
influence of target tools are revealed at each other at their REFERENCES
application by this or that subject of economy.
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